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Abstract

Translators and technical communicators must be prepared to use immersive

technologies as they work. Visualization has been shown to help translators improve

their performance as it provides a more concrete understanding of topic and content

(Kußmaul, 2005). In addition, use of augmented and/or virtual reality (AR, VR) has been

shown to help technical communicators develop intercultural communication

competence (Tham et al., 2018). However, understanding of immersive technologies

has not kept pace with the full potential of their benefits and perils (Craig & Georgieva,

2018). Here we ask: How might students examine and/or use immersive technologies

as a means to foster intercultural communication and improve translation

performance?

In this presentation we share two research projects on the design, deployment, and

study of student use of immersive technologies as a means to foster intercultural

communication and improve translation understanding. Project one focuses on

multiple years of TAPP collaborations in which U.S. students at the University of

Minnesota (UMN) collaborated with translation teams at the University of Trieste (UT)

in Italy. Students used immersive technologies including Google Cardboard and

marker-based AR, and most recently, developed visualizations of translation journeys.

Project two details two years of U.S.-Canada collaboration in which U.S. students from

multiple institutions curated collections on emerging technologies and translation for

the digital repository The Fabric of Digital Life (Iliadis & Pedersen, 2018) housed at

Ontario Tech University in Canada. Here we share student collections of artifacts on

immersive technologies, both emergent and commercialized, with specific focus on

translation. Together, these pedagogical deployments provide a framework for

advancing intercultural communication and translation performance through use and

examination of immersive technologies.
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Introduction

In both foreign language / translation disciplines and technical communication,

scholars consistently work to address the challenge of fostering intercultural

communication within the context of the academic classroom. Blyth (2018) asks, “How

is it even possible to teach intercultural communicative competence when the foreign

context is missing?” (p.230), proposing the use of immersive technologies to create

simulated learning environments “to help learners comprehend and produce a foreign

language in real time” (p.225). Researchers Tham et al. (2018) use the term “immersive

technologies” to refer to both “the vast domain of wearables and related embodied

technologies” that extend human capacity and to “software applications that create

augmented simulations for more seamless, thus immersive, experiences in

human-technology interactions” (p.1).

Here we ask: How might students examine and/or use immersive technologies as a

means to foster intercultural communication and improve translation performance?

We share two research projects on the design, deployment, and initial study of student

use of immersive technologies as a means to foster intercultural communication and

improve translation understanding.

Two Pedagogical Deployments

We designed and deployed two pedagogical deployments for the purpose of fostering

intercultural communication and improving translation performance. For project one,

undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Minnesota (UMN) in the U.S.

used two immersive technologies--Google Cardboard Virtual Reality (VR) and

marker-based Augmented Reality (AR)--to foster intercultural communication as part of

a standard Trans-Atlantic Pacific Partnership (TAPP) project (see

https://www.ndsu.edu/english/transatlantic_and_pacific_translations/). Google

Cardboard is a low-cost ($5-$15) fold-out viewer that lets viewers turn their

smartphones into Virtual Reality (VR) headsets. Students can view specific applications

and interact with immersive content that reacts to the user’s actual position in space

(using the smartphone’s built-in accelerometer, gyroscope, and GPS). As part of an

online course in International Professional Communication, UMN students used Google

Cardboard to explore cultural dimensions, view VR recordings as a means to journey

through segments of other cultures/societies, and noting communication strategies.

This work served as preparation for their TAPP project (e.g., see Grand Tour of Italy and

Italia’s VR tourism apps). As part of the TAPP translation project, the UMN students

drafted instructions for translation by undergraduate students at the University of

Trieste (UT). Both UT and UMN students used the low-end, free AR application,

Zapworks (https://zap.works/), to create an engaging introduction for each other.

For project two, undergraduate and graduate students across seven U.S. institutions

examined, contributed, or curated collections for the digital archive, Fabric of Digital
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Life as a means to understand and explore emerging immersive technologies (see

https://sites.google.com/umn.edu/buildingdigitalliteracy/home). Over three terms

(January 2019 through May 2020), instructors designed and deployed a set of

instructional materials for student exploration and/or curation of collections in this

repository as a means to build digital literacy (Duin, Pedersen, & Tham, in press).

Critical to this work is the collaborative engagement of 11 instructors to foster

understanding of digital literacy as well as to support instructional development,

pedagogical deployments, and associated research.

For both projects, the majority of content and associated student work was done

online, with students receiving instructions and direction online.

Student Work

For project one, all UMN students were able to locate relevant VR recordings for use

with the Google Cardboard device. One student wrote: “I think a well-functioning VR

device does have the potential to be a powerful tool in aiding the process of immersion

into a culture as well as in the process of negotiation. The VR experience allows one to

‘be in the moment’ and gives one a view through the eyes of the video maker about

the culture studied” (as noted in Tham et al., 2018). Despite being a low-end VR device,

students articulated in weekly online discussion forums that they found the immersive

experience to bring them to a completely different place and begin to develop deeper

cultural understanding as a result.

Also for project one, all UT and UMN students created AR introductions (see two

examples in Figure 1). To view these AR introductions, download the free app, Zappar

(Application store), and hold a smartphone screen up to view the zapcode. The Zappar

application then displays the various information, in this case a set of widgets with

introductory information about each student. In reflection reports, students reported

on ease of use and increased depth in knowledge about their counterparts in the

project.
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Figure 1. Example introductions created using the free-trial tool at Zapworks (used with

permission).

For project two, multiple student teams curated new collections for Fabric of Digital

Life, with a subset of the collections focusing specifically on emerging translation

technologies and cross-cultural perspectives. For example, in developing the collection

What Language Sounds Like: Wearable Devices in Translation Communication, the

team focused on “wearable devices designed for translating national languages,

American Sign Language (ASL), words and thoughts emitted by the brain and through

the skin, as well as for translating or manipulating our experiences through Audio

Augmented Reality (AuR).” Another team studied transcreation, the exploration of the

intersections of language translation, culture, and emerging technology and how such

interconnection might improve global communication to curate the collection,

Fostering a Culture of Transcreation for Improving Mistranslation and

Miscommunication. A third example is the Digital Translation Technologies for

Healthcare Settings collection that includes web-based translation technology such as

Google Translate and XTM Cloud along with mobile applications such as MediBabble

that helps doctors gather patients' symptoms and medical history in multiple

languages. And a final example, the Cultural Reality - A VR Experience collection,

features multiple cultural contexts “as a means to analyze social, psychological, ethical,

educational, and global perspectives through the use of VR.”

In project two we learned that students across undergraduate and graduate levels

benefit from use and/or curation of collections on immersive technologies as a means

to build digital literacy, and in the case of specific collections on translation, to also

foster intercultural communication. As students use the Fabric digital archive, they

explicitly engage prior knowledge (mental models) and metaphors in learning this new

tool, thus informing our developing frameworks for cultivating digital literacy and

intercultural communication. The instructors involved to date describe the Fabric

digital archive as applied posthuman rhetoric, where agency emerges from the
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interplay of multiple actors including curators, collectors, archivists, users, digital

artifacts, editors, metadata infrastructure, other software apps, and constraints of

curatorial tools. They appreciate the ambiguity as part of using the archive, noting how

it fosters productivity and shapes student journeys in learning. Last, based on reviews

of team documents and notes from the bi-weekly zoom meetings held over the three

terms, we know that these are enormously effective in development of individual

course deployments and in building overall understanding of digital literacy.

Conclusions

Blyth (2018) emphasizes that “the next generation of students will need to develop the

ability to produce and interpret multimodal communication that mixes multiple modes

with multiple languages. This new skill will require language teachers to adopt a

pedagogy of multiliteracies that engages students’ increasingly digital and multimodal

lifeworlds (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). Given the growing abundance of authentic L2

content found online, a teacher’s primary role will be to “(...) help learners curate their

personalized learning experiences” (pp.229-230). Both projects described here provide

students with opportunities to produce, interpret, and create or curate multimodal

communication while also providing a framework for advancing intercultural

communication and translation performance through use and examination of

immersive technologies. Using low-end VR and AR technologies (project one) allowed

students to experience other cultures and provide a more interactive and engaging

introduction about themselves and their local culture. Examining and curating

emerging technologies on translation (project two) resulted in increased understanding

of emerging technologies and the development of new curated collections published at

the Fabric of Digital Life international archive.

Ethical challenges clearly are inherent in this work as immersive technologies allow

users to translate and engage with VR and AR experiences and to interpret cultural

information; these include issues of access, privacy, consent, and scenarios yet

envisioned. In future deployments, instructors should increasingly pay attention to

surveillance within and beyond the classroom (Beck & Campos, 2020).

We must move beyond the context of the traditional academic classroom,

acknowledging the emerging immersive technology landscape and providing access for

students to explore and visualize their future work. In translation, immersive

technologies can contribute to enhance the “situatedness” (Risku, 2002) that is

normally thought of as contributing to the effectiveness of training for professional

translation profiles. Likewise, in technical communication, immersive technologies can

be used to foster intercultural communication and to understand translation across

cultures.
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